
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of landman. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for landman

Drafting agreements/documents, and coordinating with the Legal
Department, outside legal counsel and advisors, and other corporate
departments
Negotiate agreements, or provide support in the negotiation of agreements
with private and governmental entities to acquire or dispose of the applicable
property interests, including leases, licenses, joint ventures, options, permits,
exchanges, deeds, and similar property agreements
Complete title due diligence, appropriate to the scope of the transaction, to
ensure that the Company acquires or retains and thereafter holds the
required property interests
Report and maintain property records, maps, reports, to advise the Company
of its real property holdings and associated terms, payment, royalty and
other obligations and receivables
Plan, budget, supervise and implement strategies for acquisition or disposal
of the applicable property interests
Ensure that property transactions comply with corporate policies, standards
and procedures, including those pertaining to social license and community
relations, and advise the Company on potential problems/opportunities in
regard to such standards from proposed property transactions
Report property transactions to the Land Records Supervisor and
identify/summarize all pertinent property obligations
Prepare or supervise the preparation of reports regarding the Company’s
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ensure that all property obligations are met to maintain the property as
required
Strong working knowledge of Division Orders
Setting up ownership interest decks for producing properties

Qualifications for landman

Functions well in team-based environment
Accounting courses
Ability to understand legal descriptions
2-5 years of in-house, broad-based working experience in traditional
operations landman/land negotiator roles or other relevant experience or
PLM/JD in lieu of
Strong working knowledge of provisions of oil and gas leases and any and all
contracts associated with oil and gas to insure proper set up in QLS for
reporting purposes and payment obligations for maintenance of same
Ability to work with all kinds of land systems particularly QLS


